Starting with Britain, followed by Japan and Sweden in the last century, and by Russia, Italy, and France in this century, the public sector is now spreading to most countries in the world, with a special appeal to developing countries. Most writings on the public sector have been confined to its growth and problems, its relationship with the state, and the contribution it is expected, but often fails, to make to the economy. This article, however, examines the public sector on other dimensions: 1) its place in the process of corporate evolution; 2) the relationship between capital and control in the public sector; and 3) a comparison with the multinationals.
The growth of entrepreneurial activity has led to the following stages of evolution of the modern corporation: 
Emergence of MNCs and TNCs
Growing size, speedy communications, and technological complexities of business activity have led the individual entrepreneur through the ages to the modern large and complex corporation. With new communication systems shrinking the world, the large national corporation, which has more resources than it can employ within its national boundary, has spilled over both technologically and spatially in search of fresh growth. This multinationalization process of business has the same syndrome as the conquest and empire of old -of burgeoning activity and power, of looking for fresh fields * Published in conjunction with Margin, National Council of Applied Economic Research. and pastures at marginal costs but with substantial gains.
The MNC in turn is spawning the INC. In the MNC, the parent company spawns subsidiaries abroad. In the TNC, private and public corporations, without losing their entities, combine across countries to work in areas of high technology. Interesting examples of TNCs are the aeronautics and avionics consortiums of western Europe working together usually on a single product -an airbus, a concord, a fighter aircraft; the collaboration between the multinational Fiat and the Russian car production; the linked production and marketing of the American Pepsi Cola and the Russian vodka and caviar. TNCs are spreading to oil, gas, and satellite communication, and may enter nuclear energy, space, and many other areas-perhaps even in the exploitation of the moon and the planets.
This growth is characterized by pooling and merging of the private and national interests and the knowledge of each in advanced high cost, high risk technology areas, where no single corporation-private, public, or multinationalcan afford to go it alone. The US aircraft industry, based upon the earlier advances Europe made in turbine and pure jets, has outstripped Europe during the past twenty-five years, and reached the stage where two-thirds of the commercial aircraft flying in Europe are US products. But today it is viewing with concern the European industry's attempts at rising again, and with some measure of success, through its recent consortiums. Rather than be left out, it has been examining the chances of joining or buying its way into these consortiums.
Perhaps the earlier example of a transnational commercial consortium is the Hanseatic League of the 13th to 15th centuries. In it, merchants from their various home towns and city states like Visby, Novgorod, Riga, Danzig, Lubeck, and Cologne, combined with a common interest in some particular branch of foreign trade, formed an association or Hanse. There are earlier examples of city states, but the Hanse is the first example of commercial and trade organizations combining in a supranational group.
Emergence of Public Enterprise
The public sector enterprise is another new type in the evolution of the corporation. It began in the 19th century from urbanization and socialism.
After the collapse of Rome, Byzantium, and the Hanseatic League, trading in Europe became stagnant, with rural and small town economies, with individuals and small guilds providing goods and services, and very little provided by the kings, except protection in return for taxes. As cities grew large with industrialization in the 19th century, municipalities were evolved for providing basic needs like police, water, conservancy, gas, power, and transport This was also the time of the growth of socialism that started in Britain and spread over western Europe. With the social and political awareness it created, it brought a growing demand for provision of an increased range of public services and welfare. Concurrently, consumer cooperatives and private group welfare, insurance, and prudence societies emerged.
Socialism brought state intervention of a new kind. Instead of only levying taxes arbitrarily and offering protection, the state began to tax systematically, provide services, and intervene in economic activity. Sweden had the early public enterprises, while in Japan they were the means to cope with the new wave of industrial power that hit the country from the east and led to a hastening of the process of industrialization. A series of economic and banking crises in the interwar years in Italy led to reconstruction through large state enterprises. After the Second World War, Britain felt forced to nationalize some basic sick industries like coal and railways, and the first stable socialist government felt compelled to fulfil its old promises to nationalize the basic means of production and transportation. France nationalized its banks and other industries after the Germans left, some because it did not know to whom they should be returned. Iran's Mossadegh nationalized the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company on seemingly emotional but prophetic grounds.
After gaining political independence, the nascent nations went in search of a new socialeconomic pattern to accelerate economic growth. In their attempt to get away from the capitalistic system which they associated with colonial power and the exploitation by their own or immigrant trading classes, they showed a prediction towards socialism, whose image had not suffered from colonial past. They therefore chose to develop through the public sector, patterned after the Russian or the post-war British nationalized public enterprises, particularly in high investment and low profit areas where the private industry was reluctant to enter. It is not without its irony to recall that in a White Paper published in 1944 the British government in India reasoned prophetically that, after the war, the state would have to enter areas of low or no profitability, which the private enterprise would tend to keep away from, to ensure balanced industrial growth. It envisaged three sectors of economy: 1) a wholly state owned and controlled public sector, 2) a mixed sector for both public and private enterprises, and 3) a sector reserved for the private enterprise. The Government of India faithfully reproduced the White Paper in the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956, except that it introduced the phrase "socialistic pattern of society," which the Imperial Government in India did not do, though, ironically again, its socialist home government did a year later. The arguments in favour of the public sector that the British White Paper enunciated were the idiom of the Nehru economic thinking.
Interestingly, a whole range of disparate and contradictory reasoning has led to the introduction and growth of the public sector around the world: political belief, xenophobia, economic and environmental compulsions, desire for state monopoly, advanced technology, chance, plain greed, and war. If Sweden and Japan led the public sector in the 19th century, Russia after its 1918 revolution, Italy in the 1920s, Britain after the Second World War, India has led the developing world since 1947 with the largest public sector among the LDCs in a pattern of mixed economy of private, public, and joint sectors.
Separation between Capital and Control
In corporate evolution, two important features have been the separation of policy from administration, and capital from control: a demarcation between those who direct and those who administer, those who invest and those who manage. In the first case, centralized policy and decentralized administration enabled the corporation to deal with size through the principle of division and sub-division, through departmentalized, divisionalized, subsidiarized, nived-off structures. The second took management away from the new absentee shareholder. As the need for capital increased progressively, shareholding has spread first regionally, next nationally, and then internationally. Today, a multinational corporation may have shareholders in Sydney, Stockholm, and San Francisco on whose stock exchanges the scrip is traded. These shareholders have no means of exercising their rights and, without a voice, their only choice is exit (Hirschman, 1970) .
In the process of this separation, control inevitably passes into the hands of professional management. We are thus building today two new classes in corporate juxtaposition-the small dispersed shareholder and the "property-less" manager, both forming an investing and managing "proletariat" of a new kind, especially in
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a country like India, where there is a growing class of small shareholders and managers, well taxed, and neither as wealthy nor as powerful as the owner controllers of the large family businesses.
1 These two classes, the small shareholders and managers, are worth encouraging in the same way as the small entrepreneur. In this new process, three major functionsfinance, investment and management-have moved away from the investors to the managers. A generation of managers in control of corporations today select, groom, and appoint its succeeding generation in which process the investor has no say. Similarly, they take all decisions on new investment, expansion, and diversification. It is interesting to note, though seldom realized, that under the Indian Companies Act a shareholder has no right to direct his company. His right extends only to attend an annual general meeting and his control only to approving annual accounts, passing dividends, and appointing or removing directors. Having done that, he has to wait till the next annual general meeting, unless he can muster enough strength to call an extraordinary general meeting. His residual right is to go to court to seek the liquidation of the company. Broadly, therefore, the shareholder's main right in a modern corporation is to an exit, and his protection depends on whatever vigilance the stock exchange and Company Law may exercise. The auditors whom he appoints, and who should know when sickness sets in, have rarely raised timely warning signals that might have helped the shareholders of the many sick companies in India today. The bankers too, and nationalized at that, have rarely helped, though they could argue with some cynical truth that if the shareholders lost money, so did they. The auditors can always plead that they certified only "to the best of their knowledge." i|n a recent public issue in India, over 1.5 lakh applicants oversubscribed the issue nine times.
This process of separation of capital and control has been aided and has generated the growth of modern professional management, whose asset is skills and not financial resources. Professional managers, like other professionalssurgeons or soldiers-rise above narrow loyalties to governments and owners and are committed to the exercise of the profession's skills and values. They thrive upon the power and capacity to decide and act.
The process of professionalization of business at the top was completed in the west by the 1930s when the founding families of Du Ponts, and Levers, A. P. Sloans and D'Arcy Coopers began to handover management to professional managers. In India, fifty years later, the process has yet to begin in any significant manner, and the heads of most leading Indian concernsTatas, Birlas, Sarabhais, Jains, Singhanias, Mafatlals, . Kotharis, and one hundred others-bear the names of their ancestoral firms. At the present rate of progress, unless some external factors hasten the process, it may take till after the year 2000 to reach what American business completed by the 1930s. However, the recent trend of spreading dissensions in the younger generation of business families may hasten the process. Today, most prominent Indian large family businesses are houses divided against themselves.
A question to ask is whether this separation of capital and control has not gone too far in the sense that all control lies with the management and none with the investors. The large corporation and the MNC are acquiring and exercising power that is not only supra-shareholding and supra-societal but supra-national-a cause of sufficient global concern for the UN to appoint a special committee to examine and advise upon it.
Is all this healthy, or should control somehow be shared between the investors and managers, and in some form with the society too? The managers must have their operational freedoms, but should they be entirely uncontrolled? Should the investors not have some more rights than they have at present, especially in the Indian industrial economy that appears sickness prone of late?
This issue becomes all the more important if we think of the public sector, which is today quite unpublic, becoming truly public in the future, in which the workers and the public have an involvement. And if that happens, should such involvement be limited to investment or also include some reasonable control over the management of the enterprise? Control can also mean involvement and not just management. Ideally, the control should be shared constructively-the managers enjoying operational freedoms and the investors possessing some policy options. The public sector today is in effect only sector that harks back to the family managed private enterprise with the politician and the administrator in control in much the same way as was the family and their friends; the public has no relevance to it.
In corporate evolution, India's public sector has followed the pattern of the private sector. To begin with, all public corporations, except those constituted by an Act of Parliament, are registered under the Indian Companies Act. Their shares are all held by the President of India, in whose name the government takes the right to direct the company; these directives must be noted in its annual reports and accounts. This, according to a prominent corporation lawyer, is in itself a right that is legally dubious, because in a public enterprise, constituted under the Indian Companies Act. the President can have no greater powers to issue directives than an ordinary shareholder of a private company, nor can he demand the directions to be published in the annual report and accounts. Like any other shareholder, the President can only appoint or remove directors through elections to the board but cannot direct them in any manner. Furthermore, powers to issue directives cannot be acquired by merely including a provision to the effect in the memorandum and articles of a public or private enterprise. The shareholders can have no more rights than the Companies Act permits them.
The issue is yet deeper. Is the Companies Act, as it stands, relevant to the needs of this new kind of corporate entity, the public enterprise? The Act has been built up over the years in a largely futile attempt to curb and guide the conduct of private companies, and to protect the interests of their shareholders and society against their excesses. That it cannot have succeeded well is obvious from its voluminous complexity, and the fact is that it is the most frequently changed law. There is need at least to write a separate charter for public enterprises and to take them away from the purview of the Companies Act, which is somewhat anachronistic and irrelevant at least to this new kind of corporation.
Reversal of the Process
Significantly, in its evolution, the multinational corporation reverses the process of capital and control by restoring the old nexus for its subsidiaries. And so does the public enterprise. Like the family or group controlled company, the multinational and the public enterprise are both center-oriented, where all three major decisions of finance, investment, and management are taken in a Shell House or a Shastri Bhavan. Annual budgets, investment plans, senior and the not-so-senior appointments and removals, large contracts to buy and sell-all must be done with the concurrence of the centre, be that the home board or a ministry, whoever are the owners; what is more significant is that it must all be done within the cultural frame of the centre.
By its nature, an MNC must be centeroriented because it was the initiative of the parent company that spawned the subsidiaries, first at home and then abroad. Short of breaking up, it must be controlled from the centre, and its culture must be influenced by the culture of the parent company. In the same way, the public enterprise set up by a government to achieve certain social and economic objectives has to be the handmalden of government's policies and be responsible directly to those who frame them. The question is what does this dependent relationship do to the operational initiative and creative freedom of the managers who are charged with implementing the national policy, but are guided and directed as they are most of their time. Even the representatives of the government who sit on the board of public enterprises are split between the immediate views of the secretariats to whom they belong, and the long-term interests of the public enterprise whom they are supposed to guide. So, like the family directors, where does the family's interest end and the firm's begin ?
New Trends
If corporate evolution has led to this refinement of dichotomy in control and management, is it correct or possible to reverse it? Equally, can it be said that the development of recentralization is necessarily retrograde, because it does not fit in with the current management theory? Both the MNC and the public enterprises are new phenomena-new corporate shapes emerging in the continuing process of corporate evolution. Are they both trying to evolve a new viable corporate system?
We should, therefore, examine the public enterprise and ask some questions:
1, Is the public enterprise truly public, or is it merely a state enterprise, with administrators and politicians replacing the old owners?
2. Is the present form of public enterprise, in which state capitalism takes over from private capitalism, the best or is it a transitional stage ? 3. Can public enterprises be made public through public participation in investment and control ?
4. Should the public include workers and managers as well ?
5. Can the public be given a voice? 6. Can the public be given a choice to trade in selected public enterprises' shares on stock exchanges?
7. Can public enterprises merge with private enterprises; also, singly or together, with multi nationals and transnational at home and abroad in global activities?
Clearly, the public enterprise in its present corporate form is merely an inheritance from the past of the private enterprise, inheriting often its weaknesses but not always its strengths -a combination of a tight central control and bureaucratic procedures, both of which are counterproductive in their own ways. It has certainly not been created or fashioned as the result of any deliberate thinking. As with its governing charter, so with its structure, relationships, control systems, and management, it has been put into the only form readily available, the private corporation, to create a hybrid replica of the private enterprise with administrative and political systems and cultures of the government grafted upon it. It ends up as a melange of the cultures of politics, administration, and family business. It is often an estate of the state in which enterprises are used to provide sinecures, perquisites, travel facilities, and even advertising funds in a manner no different from that of the business families and friends, who have traditionally made use of their companies for overt and covert personal gains.
Perhaps the stimulus that in the last resort spurs the private firm to efficiency-is need and instinct for survival-is missing in the public enterprise in its assured deathlessness. It can continue to make losses, not fulfil any of its objectives, produce poor quality goods, and drive its public consumers to a voiceless, choiceless resignation and yet continue to survive with ever increasing security to its staff.
Management
What type of management will the public sector need and breed? The MNC certainly has developed its own type, a cosmopolitan personality upon whom the stamp of the world is unmistakable-an international type, intensively trained, at ease anywhere in the industrial world, and often a multidisciplinary man of all seasons, sometimes equally at ease with dubious international deals.
MIMCs' managements are well ahead in their administrative structures and systems, costconsciousness, and efficient resource utilization of both the public enterprises and the world agencies, both of which are slow and inefficient in action and decision-making. Where a Japanese steel plant will be in full production in the fourth year, one of the Indian public sector plants-hemmed in by arid procedures, checks, and constraints, some imposed and some of its own creation-will still be having teething troubles in its tenth year. The world agencies, being the lowest common multiple of world bureaucracies and being dependent for their personnel and systems not on merit but on a system of proportionate representation, are often no better.
What will be the philosophy of the new public enterprises' manager? At the boundary, he has a variety of interfaces-political, public, administrative, and trade union-to each of whom he is answerable. Will he be a man who will learn to be equally at ease in an enterprise as in administration and politics, combining in him perceptions and capacities to deal with them all in an even wider manner than the new social and corporate responsibility has expected of private enterprise managers?
The public enterprise manager has yet not found his identify perhaps because neither he nor his masters know what is expected of him except vaguely capacity to deal with a multiplicity of, sometimes contradictory, perfectionist objectives and ideals.
Present and Future Trends
The present trend in corporate evolution is towards a multinationalization of the private companies combining abroad with other private and public enterprises. As the 19th century nationalization evolves into economic communities, progressively coming closer socially and politically, the new supra-nationalization will engender a transnationalization of enterprise, public and private, spurred by high costs of technology. Space and its impact on terrestrial industry and corporation is a speculation as yet, but one certainly discerns something in the shadows cast by the aeronautics consortiums, the energy, fuel, or nuclear joint exploitation, and by the new space communication networks.
A developing country, especially an ex-colony, has understandable reservations about such growth, particularly because it means merging its relatively small corporations with large sophisticated corporations of countries who were once colonial, and some inevitable merging in the long run of its sovereignty. While these fears may have some legitimacy in some countries, India certainly need harbour no such fears because it has a sophisticated government industry, and management, who are well able to take care of their interests and can therefore afford to give trust, undeterred by an odd knock, if only to gain experience. At this juncture of exponential growth in technology we cannot afford at least the attitude of "Stop the world, I want to get off." It must also be realized that Indian corporations are now themselves going abroad increasingly and developing offshore Vol. 3, No. 1, January 1978 connections; we cannot therefore afford an isolationism at home and enterprise abroad. The one-way traffic of Japan has a questionable future, successful though it has been in the past; at least in technology they have not shown our morbid concern with self-reliance. While they have bought new technology freely abroad, we have been preoccupied with discovering our own wheel with the result that when in the 1960s of an open door policy the technological gap between us and the world was narrowing, in the 1970s a form of technological isolationism has led to a widening of the gap till we have a frozen technology of earlier generations. This is by no means to overlook the many advances we have made through self-reliance.
Indian enterprises, public and private, have in fact begun the process of internationalization already; indeed many of them have some collaboration with an enterprise abroad. It is a question of their extending further and deeper abroad the experience they have gained within and outside India.
Academia
Who should examine these issues? It is doubtful whether the public sector, so overwhelmed as it is by its problems of the present' has yet developed the capacity to conceptualize its future. The political apparatus has yet to begin the process of its own professionalization. Administration needs to look at itself; it needs some considerable updating of its philosophies and procedures.
Management academia is perhaps the only and the best place where new thinking should take place-as it did fifty years ago for the private enterprise-by entering the three areas: research, post-experience debate, and post-graduate teaching.
It is hoped that in course of time we shall be able to develop in the public sector new perceptions of the place of public, the state, and the society, and a new management style so that the public sector in India, prominent as it already is in the country, acquires a new direction and becomes a pacesetter and a model for others, rather than where events and changing government thinking takes it. If the public sector's evolution has to have a design within it, we need to look at these issues in a multidisciplinary manner by bringing together thinkers among politcians, administrators and managers, management academics, sociologists, and science policy men.
